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Fourth grade scholars are saving up their Tiger

Tickets and cashing in to be an assistant security

guard!  While sporting a uniform and walkie

talkie, scholars are walking the perimeter of

Verplanck with Mr. Alejandro securing doors and

monitoring cameras in order to keep our school

safe!



UCONN INTERNS

 

School
Community

Shout out to our amazing Master level UCONN interns!

They have been doing outstanding work with scholars in

math workshop and STEM. (Mr. White, Ms. Hoag, and Ms.

Lopez).

 

LUNCH BUNCH
First graders, Haroun, King, Scarlett, and Charlie

earned 100 Tiger Tickets and used them to have a

lunch bunch with Ms. Pepin.  Keep up the hard work

scholars!!!

Grade 1 teachers celebrated Mrs. Jones’ last

day as a first grade teacher by wearing

matching T-shirts!

GOODBYE MRS. JONES

 

TRIVIA TIME

Scholars in Mr. Suraci's class voted for a trivia game

as their monthly perk! They filled up their marble jar

by portraying exemplary behaviors all month!



 

Achieving
Excellence Across

Grade Levels
FIRST GRADE

 Miss LaFleur’s class celebrated

the completion of their first

reading unit by presenting their

favorite book to the class! They

read their favorite part and told

the class why they liked it!

SECOND GRADE

Mr. Nunes’ and Mrs. Frankovitch’s

second grade scholars celebrated

their personal narrative small

moment writing pieces with an

Author’s Celebration! Scholars

enjoyed sharing their hard work

with second grade peers.



 

Achieving
Excellence Across

Grade Levels

FOURTH GRADE

 

Miss Keser and Ms Hitchman's

4th grade scholars showed

what they were thankful for in

their “gratitude tree.”

THIRD GRADE

Mrs Hackett’s scholars working

hard on their personal goals in

preparation for report card

conferences, as well as sharing

their STEM project products!

Mr. Suraci's 4th graders enjoying

each others work during their

Narrative Writing Celebration!



 

Whats new in the Library Media Center?
In the library, students learned about the Macy’s Day Parade. 

Scholars made their own balloons and marched in their own

parade!



 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Mrs. Herchuk’s scholars are working in the Fibers Unit of

Study. They are learning how to thread needles, tie knots, and

sew using the straight stitch.  These third grade artists have

made drawstring bags and here is a picture of their mini-

monster pillows.  The class is currently working on Snowmen!  

Nice work scholars!

ART

Mr. Schofield & Mr. Longo

We have just finished up our Lacrosse unit! Scholars loved

our Bowling Pin Knockdown and Sideline Lacrosse Games!

Unified Arts

Dr. Peck

MUSIC

In Ms. Oman’s music classes, scholars are using leaves

to warm-up their singing voices. Here are two first

graders from Ms. Camp’s class having a Leaf

conversation.

Ms. Oman



 

Second grade wrapped up their unit of study on Properties of Matter with an engineering

project in STEM.  Scholars designed and tested boats that would float and hold weight.  A

special congratulations to Tyree and Jovanni in Ms. Hussain’s class - their boats held 200

weights!

Whats new in STEM?

All of Grade 1 STEM Students have completed their first unit of study. 

They finalized their unit with creating models of the sun and earth

based on the information they learned.  Ask any of the grade 1

scholars what they know and how  the sun, earth and light works. 

 You will be impressed!

Second graders began their study of Properties of Matter by

investigating an intriguing phenomenon---an ice ball. This

inquiry generated lots of questions and notable

observations! 


